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ABOUT THE COVER:

ZETA-FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH QUADRATIC FORMS

IN ADOLF HURWITZ’S ESTATE

NICOLA M. R. OSWALD AND JÖRN STEUDING

The first published proof of key analytic properties of zeta-functions associ-
ated with quadratic forms is due to Paul Epstein [2] in 1903 (submitted Janu-
ary 1902). The corresponding name “Epstein zeta-functions” was introduced by
Edward Charles Titchmarsh in his article [15] from 1934; soon after, this terminol-
ogy became common through influential articles of Max Deuring and Carl Ludwig
Siegel. While examining Adolf Hurwitz’s mathematical estate at ETH Zurich, how-
ever, the authors discovered that Hurwitz could have published these results already
during his time in Königsberg (now Kaliningrad) in the late 1880s. Unpublished
notes of Hurwitz testify that he was not only aware of the analytic properties of
zeta-functions associated with quadratic forms but prepared a fair copy of his notes,
probably for submission to a journal. The cover of this issue shows the first page
(see Figure 1).

Given a quadratic form ϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xp) =
∑p

i,k=1 aikxixk and real parameters
u1, u2, . . . , up; v1, v2, . . . , vp, Hurwitz considers the associated Dirichlet series

F(s |u, v, ϕ) =
∑

′ e2πi(x1v1+x2v2+···+xpvp)

[ϕ(x1 + u1, x2 + u2, . . . , xp + up)]
ps
2

as a function of a complex variable s, where the summation is taken over all in-
tegers x1, x2, . . . , xp with possible exceptions of the combinations x1 = −u1, x2 =
−u2, . . . , xp = −up (indicated by the dash). Hurwitz succeeds in proving mero-
morphic continuation to the whole complex plane and a functional equation. His
reasoning relies on Riemann’s famous paper on the number of primes below a
given magnitude [13] in which a meromorphic continuation of the Riemann zeta-
function to the whole complex plane and its functional equation is established (and
path-breaking conjectures about the zeta-function with respect to prime number
distribution are formulated). Actually, Riemann gave two proofs for the functional
equation: one by contour integration (which has been generalized by Hurwitz in
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Figure 1. Clear copy of the cover. An excerpt from Hur-
witz’s fair copy showing the first page with the definition of the
Dirichlet series associated with a quadratic form.

[3]), and a second one relying on Mellin transformation and Poisson’s summation
formula. It should be noted that the Riemann zeta-function appears as a special
case of a zeta-function associated with the quadratic form of a single variable.

In his notes Hurwitz makes use of a theta transformation formula; for this pur-
pose he follows Riemann’s work on Abelian functions [12] where theta-functions of
several variables were treated for the first time. A detailed proof of the transforma-
tion formula for the theta-function of several variables can be found in Hurwitz’s
mathematical diary no. 5. Where Hurwitz derives the transformation formula by
means of Fourier analysis, Epstein quotes a recent book [5] of Friedrich Prym and
Adolf Krazer which had not been published when Hurwitz was doing his inves-
tigations. We note that Prym was a pupil of Riemann and a professor, first in
Zurich and beginning in 1869 in Würzburg; most of his studies were dedicated to
complex analysis and theta-functions in particular. The latter was also the main
area of research of his doctoral student Krazer who became professor in Strasbourg
in 1889. Actually, Epstein obtained his doctorate in Strasbourg in 1895 under su-
pervision of Elwin Christoffel and remained there as docent until 1919 when he
received the call of the recently founded university in his native town of Frank-
furt/Main. Therefore, Epstein knew Krazer. Moreover, Epstein probably knew
Hermann Minkowski who was a former pupil at Königsberg and later friend of
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Figure 2. An excerpt from Hurwitz’s fair copy showing the
Mellin transformation technique applied to his Dirichlet series
F(s |u, v, ϕ) attached to a quadratic form.

Hurwitz. In the 1890s Minkowski was frequently visiting his brother Oskar, the fa-
mous physician, in Strasbourg (see [10]). During these visits, Minkowski also kept
in touch with mathematicians at Strasbourg University (see [10], pp. 34, 36).

Interestingly, the last sentences of Hurwitz’s fair copy, translated into English,
are: “Hence, the latter integral is simultaneously treatable termwise with the integral∫ ∞

0

∑
′ e−πλ(x2

1+x2
2+...+x2

p)λ
ps
2 d log λ.

For the latter one this is valid for s > 1 as follows in a different way. Let ”
(see Figure 2). The text stops in the middle of the sentence. Here s denotes
the real part of s (and not its conjugate). In Hurwitz’s mathematical diary no.
5, written between February 1886 and the end of March 1888, one can find an
undated entry (pp. 17–42) which fills the gap left in the fair copy. A later entry in
this diary bears the date 1 May 1887. The detailed fair copy indicates that Hurwitz
considered publishing his notes on zeta-functions associated with quadratic forms,
but it seems that for some reason he never realized his idea.

Hurwitz’s motivation on this topic dates back to the early 1880s when he was
studying Dirichlet’s proof of the infinitude of primes in arithmetic progression [1]
and related generating functions by means of his Hurwitz zeta-functions [3]. First
studies about Dirichlet series related to quadratic forms and their meromorphic
continuation appear already in Hurwitz’s mathematical diary no. 3 from 1883–84,
pp. 79–93 (a time when Hurwitz was still in Göttingen); here only the case of binary
quadratic forms is treated. As mentioned above, in diary no. 5 the general case
has been established. In his paper Epstein mentions Hurwitz’s paper [3] on the
Hurwitz zeta-function as well as further influential articles by Rudolf Lipschitz [9]
and Mathias Lerch [7]. Epstein went slightly beyond what Hurwitz discussed in his
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draft by using his results in order to deduce Leopold Kronecker’s limit formula for
the Laurent expansion of real-analytic Eisenstein series at their singularity [6].

There is another interesting detail. Hurwitz’s mathematical diary no. 6 [4] con-
tains a draft of a letter Hurwitz planned to send to Lipschitz bearing the date 17
August 1889 in which Hurwitz announces the main results about zeta-functions as-
sociated with quadratic forms (see [4, 11] for details). In his first note on Dirichlet
series [8] Lipschitz studied the real and imaginary part of the ζ(s) defining Dirich-
let series and generalizations thereof; in his second article [9] from 1889 Lipschitz
succeeded in giving an almost complete account of Dirichlet L-functions within
an analysis of a more general Dirichlet series. Hurwitz’s letter (if written and
sent) seems to be lost; at least, Hurwitz is not mentioned in Scharlau’s list [14]
of letters Lipschitz had received from his contemporaries. Also this link between
Lipschitz and Hurwitz could have been established by Minkowski. In 1887, after
studying with Hurwitz in Königsberg, Minkowski became a colleague of Lipschitz
at the University of Bonn. Concerning Lipschitz’s correspondence, we notice that
the mathematical-historical seminar of the University of Bonn was destroyed dur-
ing World War II. There are also no letters between Lipschitz and Hurwitz in the
latter one’s estate, neither in Zurich nor in the archive of the Staats- und Univer-
sitätsbiliothek Göttingen where most of his correspondence is stored.

Taking all these notes into account, it seems reasonable to believe that there
were first the sketches in his mathematical diaries nos. 3 and 5, then the draft of
the letter to Lipschitz from 1889 in diary no. 6, and only afterwards his fair copy. In
view of the entries in his diaries, it is clear that in 1887 Hurwitz was already aware
of how to prove meromorphic continuation and a functional equation for Dirichlet
series associated with quadratic forms. Hurwitz always aimed at perfection, and
since there are many ways of generalizations and extensions possible, this might
have been the reason that he did not publish his results.
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